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1 James Hutton (1726-1797)
· proposed uniformitarianism - changes in the Earth's crust occur atpredictable continuous rates, i.e. same todayas the past
· founded modern geology-deduced the age ofEarth was far older than predicted biblicallydue to slow processes of
erosion, upwelling, sedimentation, etc.
· firstto suggestthe nation thatbetter adapted species to new environments survive a those poorlyadapted die-leading
to changes and variation. Known later as natural selection

Charles (yell (1797-1875)
· expanded upon and popularized Huttors work on geology.
· inspired Darwin which led to him applying Lyells work to biology where species graduallyevolve and like geology, constant
forces cause species to become variable and adapt.
· did notagree with Darwin butwas his close friend, colleague and helped him in his publications

Sean Baptiste Lamarck (1794-1829)
· bycomparing modern species with fossils he interpreted a 'line of descent's older to mostrecent
· believed species increased in complexityover time until perfection
· hypothesized thatthe path of progression followed bya species is determined bytheir interaction with environment
↳ as environment changes, so do the needs ofspecies
· inheritance of acquired characteristics:characteristics acquired during individuals lifetime can be passed unto offspring
↳
wrong bet species can change without limit

Alfred Russel Wallace (1823-1913)
· independentlydeveloped the idea ofevolution via natural selection (before Darwin)
· shared his findings with Darwin, who had come to the same conclusion
· rejected Lamarckism'
· devised first modern definition of species and thoughtmost occured via allopatry(whereas Darwin thought sympatry)
· developed ideas on sexual selection and dimorphism

2 Manypossible examples.

DDTresistance in mosquitoes
- Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane is an insecticide which causes spontaneous neuron firing, leading to death

1. mulation in mosquito affecting ion channel (making DDTinactive atcausing spasms) or enzymes which break down DDT

2.Variation in mosquito population in terms of DDTresistance
3.Selection pressure:DDT sprayed which kills mosquitoes ,
4. Those mosquitoes with DDT resistance, more likelyto survive more likelyto reproduce y
S More genes for DDTresistance passed on to nextgeneration :
6. more mosquitoes resistant to DDTin population

Soapberry bug mouthpartevolution

↳
soupberrybugs use their mouthparts to eat inside of fruit - native in FL is balloon fruit
1 variation in the length ofthe mouthportin soapberrybugs: some longer/shorter than others satur2.Selection pressure:flat pod fruit introduced to one area, favouring smaller mouthparts
3. those bugs with smaller mouthparts were more successful atfeedings more likelyto reproduce
4. more genes for smaller mouthparts passed onto nextgeneration
5. increase in small mouthparts allele frequencyin population > mean mouthparts size decreases *reverse happened in LAwhere

balloon plants introduced
3 Many possible answers.

Ex for animals:polar bears (fur, fat, paws for cold, camels nostrils, eyelashes, feet, hump, stomach for desert, etc.

Ex for plants: venus fly traps eat insects for nitrates, pine trees cold climate, cacti deserts, etc.
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④ :
Direct observation:in organisms that reproduce quicklyand A A B ABc A B C D AB C CD
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5Manypossible examples

6 Causes:

1. Antibiotics were over-used:antibiotics were over-prescribed and taken when itwas notnecessaryor even effective (viral infections)

this lead to more exposure and selection for antibiotic resistance in bacteria.

2. Antibiotics were nottaken to completion:if people stop taking antibiotics before prescribed time, some bacteria maysurvive and spread
3.Antibiotics given to livestock. This created more opportunityfor resistance to be selected and spread via food.

4.Hospitals provide environments with a lotofvisitors, sickness and open wounds, providing opportunityfor spread.

Solutions:

1. Limit use of antibiotics to serious bacterial infections - consult doctor

2.Disinfecthands and surfaces regularlyusing ethanol-based agents or soap. Disinfectand cover open wounds

3. Getvaccinated and stayclean after animal handling
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7 1. Smaller seeds more abundant

2. Finches with smaller beaks more successful at acquiring food

3.more likely to survive and reproduce
4. more alleles for small beak passed onto offspring
S. population evolved:mean beak size decreased

8 Organisms thatreproduce sexuallyhave more genetic variation as unlike bacteria who onlyrelyon mutations, theyalso have
meiosis and random fertilization.Therefore, theyhave a larger gene pool (variety) and the chance ofan individual having an

adaptive feature is higher. This is a danger of monocultures (like in agriculture and livestock) as theyhave less variation and

more susceptible to changes (like disease)

9 Withoutvariation, there is nothing to select as all individuals are the same with same features - nobodybetter or worse
withoutstruggle, there is no selection as all individuals equally likelyto survive and reproduce.


